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INTRODUCTION

Third party liability for nuclear damaging caused to consequences of nuclear accidents at civil nuclear
installations has been carried out in the countries with market economy practically since their placing in
operation.

Due to expected considerable damages and high quantity of claims after a large-scale accident at a
nuclear installation in comparison with accidents at an ordinary plant, nuclear insurance pools are usually
established with the members possessing substantial assets, in order to divide the insured risks between
several insurers [14].

Another way of nuclear risks division for the guaranteed indemnity is realized by means of mutual
insurance society. The largest society of this kind was established in the USA, where the quantity of NPP
units in operation is over 100. At the same time, nuclear pools assure only 200 million dollars out of 8
billion dollars of stand-by-insurance funds for every unit. Approximately 80 million dollars from each NPP
unit is paid into the co-insurance Society. NPP owners in the USA endow these assets into the fund of the
Society in equal shares for each theirs unit [1].

Besides, in the countries with developed nuclear power, along with the use of co-insurance mechanism,
the stand-by funds of foreign insurers are Usually attracted for nuclear risk re-insurance. In particular, it is
specified in the RF Federal Law draft on civil liability for third party nuclear damage and its financial
security [4].

At present experts of the former socialistic countries study the international experience of liability
insurance for a nuclear installation owner if it causes damage to the third party [3,5]. However, one can to
emphasize that the actual achievements in the advanced states are limited mostly by legislation.
Otherwise, post-socialist and newly independent countries have some impediments in consequence of
imperfection or lack of the corresponding legal basis [6].

Concerning the assessments of nuclear and radiation risks during NPPs operation, which are requisite: for
the actuarial calculations, they are performed with a considerable miscalculation in the West and in Russia
for NPPs constructed in accordance with the both West and Soviet/Russian projects [7,8].
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SNF and radwaste management risk assessment, including those stored in Russia during nuclear arms
race when the environmental safety were of minor importance, is even more difficult. The problem is not
solved so far though the quantity of SNF and radwaste is been rapidly increasing, especially in the
countries with developed nuclear civil and military industry. In particular, a large amount of radioactive
wastes is the result of nuclear installations dismantling and rehabilitation of their sites. In addition, in the
USA, as well as in Russia, industrial reactors and nuclear powered submarines (NPS) are to be
decommissioned along with NPPs.

Complexity of nuclear insurance for defense nuclear installations, decommissioning now in Russia, is a
result, first and foremost, of the status of their owner in the person of a State, as well as to the risk
assessment while these installations decommissioned. Their singleness and originality substantially call
the later. For instance, the replacement of the reactor installation of "Lenin" ice-breaker [9] or dismantling
of experimental earth-based mobile unitized nuclear power installations used dissociating coolant [10]
does not allow to receive the required data for a proper risk assessment damage for third party, natural
and juridical persons.

The problem of liability insurance of accident's damage caused to population and environment from
decommissioned nuclear installations is considered in Russia for the first time, and the proposed solution
for decommissioned NPS has a searching nature.

NUCLEAR RISKS ASSICIATED WITH RUSSIAN NPS DECOMMISSIONING

Out of service NPS from the North and Pacific Navy of Russia constitute the biggest quantity of Russian
nuclear installations should be decommissioned. At present their amount has already exceeded 170
items, and they are located in the harborages and near the piers of the naval bases, shipyards and ship-
repairing plants. Some of the submarines are with accident reactors.

High-enriched irradiated nuclear fuel (SNF) is not discharged from more than 60 % of decommissioned
submarine's cores from the Navy. In this case the period of discharge will be inevitably delayed for 15-20
and more years [11,12].
Up to now Russian experts developed a few new technologies, giving the opportunity to considerably
reduce nuclear and radiation risks caused by these reactors and even exclude the nuclear risk (see
section 2).

According to the available assessments, risk of NPS storage afloat with SNF in the core of its plugged
reactors is small in comparison with the risk of accidents at operating NPS [7,13-16], including submarine
submersing incidents. However, an accidental risk of SNF discharging, first because of criticality accident,
especially for submarines of the 1 and 2 generations, is considered to be unallowably high [14,15]. So,
taking into account two nuclear incidents with major release of fissile materials and fission products
occurred while refueling, total risk of these events for 100 Russian NPS may be estimated at
approximately 0.2 [15].

In this connection, it is necessary to take into consideration that in contrast to the mentioned above
incidents with fresh fuel loading, a serious accident while irradiated fuel unloading from out of service NPS
reactors may be accompanied with higher level of contamination for ambient water and adjoining
territories areas. It was proved by Chernobyl catastrophe with the release of irradiated fuel and different
fission products as well as the analysis of an accident beyond the design basis, caused by uncontrolled
NPS reactor core runaway in a situation of complex mooring tests [17]. Taking into account that the
quantity of a size-scale insured events at dangerous enterprises depend not only on the frequency of
incidents but also on the size of the consequences [8], then the effects of the mentioned accident turned
out to be much bigger than it was supposed.

A part of Russian NPS after SNF removal out of their cores has been dismantled [9,11]. A reactor
compartment is usually separated from the other submarine's compartments according to the three-
compartment version or with attaching to it pontoons (hereafter such constructions will be referred to as
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"modules"). Separated NPS reactor compartments are gathered in special places of storage afloat. At
present the storage of such modules is limited to 10-15 years [18] because of hull, first, compartment
bulkheads, corrosion.

When so short period finished, risk of NPS or their reactor compartments submersion is rather high. Self-
submersion of the compartment having a nuclear installation with removed irradiated fuel do not imply any
serious nuclear accident [9], and, if it would be properly insulated, such submersion even suggested as an
acceptable way of reactor compartments storage [9,19]. Moreover, a possibility of NPPs location on arctic
seas shelf is regarded in the similar way in order to increase their safety and to reduce probable after-
effects caused by an accident [20].

Full-scale tests of ship irradiated liel revealed its high chemical stability with regard to seawater [21]. In
particular, the period for total corrosion of a reactor core's irradiated fuel fabricated from uranium-
zirconium alloy, is estimated at approximately 1000 years.

Nevertheless, loca1 exceeds of the permissible dose for the third party is possible [9]. Besides, economic
factor is important, i.e. the cost of expenditure for submerged module salvaging and its posterior
management. The estimation of storage or discharging of damaged fuel risk is now is impossible. Earlier
these reactors into or in reactor compartments were protected from environmental exposure by
preservative hardening materials as well as by grout and lead [22], with the subsequent wrecking of the
reactor compartments or the nuclear installation parts in the Kara Sea.

Thus, nuclear incidental risk is intolerably high only for the submarines with damaged fuel and for NPS
with irradiated fuel in reactors during its de-activating at the "zero" stage of decommissioning. We rrust
stress that for NPS without accident reactors this risk is sufficient only for its fuel removal [23].

THIRD PARTY AND ENVIRONMENT LIABILITY INSURANCE OF DECOMMISSIONING NUCLEAR
SUBMARINE ACCIDENT

Taking into consideration that a large-scale nuclear accident at one nuclear submarine may cause
incidents at the submarines located nearby, all the totality of situated nearly submarines with SNF is
regarded for nuclear insurance as a single installation.

This kind of liability has the following peculiarity: Russia being the owner of such installations charged
Minatom of Russia with the duty of NPS nuclear compartments management. The latter is not a juridical
person nor is the Russian Federation government itself. Thus, Minatom should give the necessary
insurance duties to be performed by insurance companies, which should be selected by Minatom, or by
the nuclear insurance pool.

Nuclear submarine storage liability

As it can be revealed by the long-term storage of NPS with accident and non-defueled reactors afloat,
such storage do not represent a nuclear danger as long as the SNF removal are not started. Thus,
nuclear insurance at this stage of the defueled storage for these submarines is similar to liability insurance
because of radiation incident caused by submersion of floating reactor compartments storing without SNF.
The corresponding underwriting rates are supposed to be essentially lower than the rates for the
insurance of the submarines, which irradiated fuel is going to be discharged during the current period.

As it has been just proved, the statistical data on large-scale accidents at submarine nuclear installations
are insufficient for actuarial calculations of insurable risks with an acceptable accuracy. That is why
insurance rates for NPS with damaged cores should be determined according to their technical conditions,
including their location and duration of the storage. In particular, while storing of the first generations
nuclear submarines and modules, it is advisable to consider the durabiity limitation of floatation systems
[18].
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In consequence of bulkhead and hull corrosion with appearing of through holes after the end of period
designated for storage afloat, the NPS buoyancy probability is evaluated by a logarithmically normal
curve. Therefore, the growth of incident frequency as a result of submarine submersion and the form of
third party liability in these cases basically have analogues in the well-investigated forms of life assurance
of a person concerning the members of his family (see, for instance, [24]).

Thus, a risk-cumulative system proposed for the long-term floating storage of nuclear submarines with
irradiated nuclear fuel. According to this system, a part of accumulated insurance funds may be expended
for improving safety of nuclear submarines, their reactor compartments and buoyancy upgrading.

Underwriting rates for each of these objects can be of minor importance, though because of high quantity
of nuclear submarines and modules afloat, the sum total of payments may be considerable. A part of
these payments could be remitted to an accidents' prevention, as well as to the development of
technologies for nuclear submarines and reactor compartments safety improving, including a prolongation
of their floating period. Innovation of these technologies for all Russian nuclear submarines is essential for
ensuring safety storage afloat of reactor compartments and their further dismantling after the proper delay.

Nuclear submarine SNF discharge liability

It is supposed to use a principally new system of third party liability for a nuclear submarine which reactors
should be finally discharged in a year. This system is analogous to a recently proposed for NPP in
operation liability with international re-insurance [7,8].

The essence of the proposed way is in a formalizing of sum total or rate per the SNF discharging period or
a year of irradiated nuclear fuel discharge. It is based on the minimal limit of liability fixed in the Vienna
convention, which has been signed by the head d the Government of the Russian Federation but has not
been ratified yet by the State Duma. As it is suggested here, the size of insurance rate should be
established by correlation of the indicated liability limit which approximately equals to 50 million dollars per
NPP unit in 2000, based on the assessments of effects from the maximal NPP unit and decommissioned
NPS reactor during their irradiated nuclear fuel accident consequences, which are correlated as
approximately 30 : 1 [13]. Then, a first approximation, the sum insured for such nuclear accident should
be 1.0 -1.5 million dollars, with a verifying the sum when SNF removing procedure would be carried out.

The adduced above assessment of accident probability at NPS, which is approximately equal to Q2 [15],
could reduce the sum insured at about 5 times with an appropriate statistical base. The two accidents
have taken place, and we do not have grounds to state that such reduction is correct [25]. Besides, we
should bear in mind also the severity of a potential accident while fuel discharging in the locality of
settlements, at shipyards and docks [17,26]. This technique of fuel unloading has been already tested
[27], and considered to be more preferable [28].
Thes proposed before version of an insurance contribution distributing system [8] allows introducing an
additional "economical" safety barrier at the stage of preventive measure realization and compensation for
damage to the third party and environment.

This diagram is shown in Fig. 1 for a nuclear submarine, the reactors of which are unloaded an assembly
by assembly. It was developed with an assumption that the risk and proper sum required for
compensation is covered by different kinds of guarantees. In this connection, these funds can be assured
not only by the state, as distinct from the previously analyzed example of Kursk NPP insurance [8].

ASSIGNMENT OF BASIC INSURANCE PAYMENT

Third party liability insurance due to nuclear accident I



PMR EAC PURPOSE-ORIENTED INVESTMENTMENT FUND (PIF)

PMR Preventing measures reserve for the third party nuclear and radiation safety increasing in a case
of accident during its defueling - up to 15% of an insured sum directed to excluding or reduction of
accidents at NPS during irradiated fuel storing in its reactor cores and SNF exchanging;

EAC Equity of assurance companies for their activity and development, 5-10% of the insured sum;

PIF Purpose-oriented investment fund of NPS operator - up to 75% of the insured sum directed by the
NPS owner (state) to insurance reserve accumulation for cover of the civil liability due to potential damage
to third party and environment.

Fig. 1 Simplified diagram of financial streams with the third party liability cased by a nuclear accident
during a floating decommissioning Russian nuclear submarine SNF exchanging

The Russian nuclear insurance pool and its individual insurance companies may represent the insurers of
nuclear submarine dismantling according to the approval of the state and local administration, where the
dock or ship repairing plant is situated. It should be kept in mind that concerning this kind of nuclear
insurance we mean comparatively small financial assets that are approximately 100 times less than the
corresponding sums required for insurance of only Kursk NPP alone.

For validation of risk reduction for a nuclear submarine being decommissioning and appropriate lowering
of underwriting rates, Russian specialists have developed a few of original technologies. Some of them
can be used for preventing accidents at damaged submarine's reactors, including those occurring at the
stage of irradiated nuclear fuel management in their reactor compartments.
MEASURES FOR ACCIDENT PREVENTING NUCLEAR SUBMARINES BEING DECOMMISSIONED
ACCIDENT AND LIABILITY OF THIRD PARTY

The main incidents and accidents concerning a decommissioning nuclear submarine are the following:

• Radiation incidents at a floating nuclear submarines or modules in the case of a buoyancy loss,
provided that INF was discharged;

• Radiation incidents at a floating nuclear submarine with SNF in cores in case of its self-submersion;
• Nuclear accidents at nuclear submarines during its irradiated fuel removal.

Below we offer some measures aimed at excluding or considerable reduction of nuclear and radiation
accidents in such cases, first for NPS with irradiated fuel.

Measures for reduction of NPS without SNF buoyancy loss radiation incident after-effects

Effects of nuclear submarine and reactor compartment without SNF after self-submersing analyzed in
detail in a series of proceedings on reactor compartment management [9,19]. It is demonstrated that
submarine submersing at a small depth in nearby areas of water does not entail, as a rule, subsidiary
radiation risks to the third party and envi ronment.

Assessing risks for these incidents, it is necessary to take into consideration the substantial quantity of
NPS and/or their reactor compartments concentrated in each "floating unit" and their massive for such
storage within a short period, only several years. This fact demands accounting for possible self-
submersion of several similar installations in the course of limited time. Besides, we have to take a notice
of the aforesaid lognormal distribution of probable buoyancy loss and economical factor, which would be
of more and more important since the next future [9].

If reactor compartment without SNF would be stored afloat, as well as submerged, one of effective
measures almost absolutely eliminating radiation environmental danger is in-vessel space filling of a
water-water reactor with a special hardening solution. This solution is little permeable for seawater.



Disadvantages of this measure are the following: charging of modules afloat and rise in the cost of it
storage and subsequent burial of the nuclear installation or its items [9].

Measures for reduction of NPS with SNF buoyancy loss radiation incident after-effects

For assessing releases of fissile materials and fission products from nuclear installations of sunken or
submerged nuclear submarines, monitoring measurements, for instance, near the "Komsomoletz" nuclear
submarine, are carried out. The measurements are executed also in the places of reactor compartments
submersion in the Cara Sea.
The results of these measurements, as well as data acquired in the course of local investigations near
sunken submarines of the USA and USSR, prove that radioactive background is negligible close to the
submarines or reactor compartments [29]. Besides, the similar assessments related to releases of fissile
materials and fission products were carried out also on the basis of mathematical modeling.

Since a heating rate of any nuclear submarine reactor core has been rapidly reducing after its operation
ceasing, the possibility of radiation incidents for these installations containing high-enriched SNF with
ample amount of fission products is highly probable.

For preventing nuclear incidents after a nuclear submarine reactor plugging, a series of measures is
carried out, for instance, a prevention of unauthorized actions, which may lead to selfmaintaining chain
reaction in its core.

As a supplementary measure, drying out of unloaded reactors has been propose [30,31]. It will allow
excluding the reactor runaway for the NPS at the storage stage yet deteriorate a radiation situation in the
reactor compartment because of water moderator absence. However, using only one these measure
(drying out of the reactor and primary circuit) will not improve the situation in case of NPS with SNF self-
submersion and, what is the main important thing, it will not solve the problem of SNF exchanging from
the floating and submerged nuclear submarines.

In this connection, for assessing insurance risks related to fuel unloading from reactors both dried-out or
filled with water-based coolant, the possibility of complementary damages should be taken into
consideration.

Measures for prevention of nuclear incident caused by SNF exchanging from floating nuclear
submarine

New technologies, proposed by Russian experts, have become a remarkable achievement in solution of
the problem connected with ensuring safety during SNF defueling from decommissioning nuclear
submarine. These technologies are based on filling of nuclear submarine on-reactor cores by liquid phase
hardening materials or solid phase dispersed powder. This measure allows absolute excluding of a core
or its local parts into an excursion of criticality. It is essential that the requisite materials, e.g. lead, are
always available in reactor compartments, where they are used for radiation protection.

There are two approaches to the problem solution.

Core sealing by liquid-phase filler with its consequent hardening

According to the first approach, a previously dried-out core of a vessel reactor with liquid-phase SNF fills
by filler, in particular heavy liquid-metal, with its consequent hardening [32]. At the same time we solve
several problems at once.
In the first place, the reactor may be taken out of the NPS nuclear installation together with the core [33].
The core and its separate components are rigidly fixed in the closed reactor vessels that exclude any
possibility of emergency situation occurrence.

Secondly, the reactor with hardened filler becomes an element of the reactor-container protective system,
and the safety requirements may be reduced in the course of transportation [34].



Thirdly, the core sealing allows, if necessary, using irradiated fuel anew after a discharge of reactor from
the reactor-container unit followed by heating-up of the reactor vessel with the core up to required
temperature.

At last, simultaneously the non-proliferation problem of fissile materials from high-enriched irradiated fuel,
sealed with filler, is solved, since the obligatory conditions for its unloading are necessary, and it is
impossible without special involvement, namely high temperature achievement in a hot box with specific
equipment, etc.

The disadvantage of this technology [36] for the reactors with damaged cores is the necessity of reactor
space dry-out from water coolant that could increase an additional exposure for the personnel.

Core filling up by solid-phase powder

Accordingly the second approach^ an in-reactor space, including the core, can be filled by solid-phase
dispersed material, for example, ftÂ or other elements and their compounds. The investigations of solid
moderators and absorbers which was executed in Russia [35], allows selecting of the requisite chemical
elements, compounds and their combinations according to the predetermined requirements.

Filled up powder material permits both slowing-down of high-energy neutrons and uptake thermal
neutrons in the limits of in-reactor space. It allows reducing material activation around the core, improving
radiation situation in the reactor compartment and prolonging safe SNF storage inside reactors. The
usage of dispersed material for an in-reactor space filling also reducing the rate of radiation outside the
reactor vessel.

This technology allows filling powder directly into water coolant inside a reactor, displacing it from the
reactor pressure vessel under the core and partially from the reactor core itself. This way could be used
also for undamaged cores, because, as distinct from the aforesaid one, it simplifies the subsequent
unloading of irradiated fuel from non-damaged reactors due to non-requiring a heating up the reactor
vessel in a hot box.

Filling of the light-water reactor's damaged core by proper powder slowing down and absorbing neutrons
does not only reduce the rate of radiation outside the reactor vessel but also cut corrosion of in-core and
in-vessel components, including irradiated fuel itself, by moderator displacement.
This technology allows removing vessels with damaged cores out of nuclear installations for sending them
for long-term storage, burial or destroying them with low personal exposure [36,37].

Thus, the new technologies and engineering solutions application gives allows considerably, in 20-30
times, increase a safety of irradiated nuclear defueling of nuclear submarine reactors and reduce the risk
and corresponding underwriting rates for third party during storing SNF aboard and, especially, in the
course of its fuel unloading.

The peculiarities of civil liability after implementation of measures on nuclear accident prevention
during SNF defueling from NPS

Prevention of nuclear incidents and accidents at a nuclear submarine, achieved by comparatively cheap
facilities and materials, e.g. lead or boric carbide in the reactor compartment, allows reducing considerably
expenses for submarine storage with SNF in the filled-up core, as well as SNF unloading directly in the
reactor vessel [33,34]. It creates favourable conditions for this kind of nuclear insurance.

The amount at risk and, correspondingly, the underwriting tariffs will depend only on accidents in the
course of lifting-transport activities with reactor and its hardened core, which may cause damage to the
third party. The probability of such accident is negligible.



Respectively, financial assets may be considerably saved for third party liability caused by an accident in
the course of SNF unloading from decommissioned Russian nuclear submarines (Fig. 1).

It is worth mentioning that the costs for preventive measures related to the third party and environment, as
well as purpose-oriented investments, is also reducing.

The current way of irradiated fuel unloading from the NPS afloat an assembly by assembly is still carrying
out without civil liability insurance. As it was demonstrated above, the probability of nuclear incidents for
such quantity of unloading nuclear submarines to be generated, especially for the submarines of the first
and second generations, is very high.

In case of transition to nuclear insurance, the primary funds for the proposed measures aiming at
prevention of possible nuclear damage to the third party and environment may be obtained from the
reserves for preventive measures.

CONCLUSIONS

Third party and environment of civil liability damage caused by incidents at military nuclear installations,
for instance at decommissioned NPS, may be divided into three main trends:

• Liability of nuclear powered submarines (NPS) without SNF for its self-submersion (radiation incident);

• Liability of NPS with SNF aboard for its self-submersion (radiation incident);

• Liability of floating NPS for its SNF discharge (nuclear accident).

Without step-by-step transition from the Russian Federation guaranties to insurance and making
allowance for liability limits according to the Vienna Convention approach, the sizes of the financial
guarantee for the civil liability of the NPS owner (Russian state), in US dollars of 2000, are approximately
assessed as the following:

• storing decommissioned NPS or a floating module without SNF - from 12 to 25 thousand dollars per
year (per one submarine or module);

• storing decommissioned NPS with SNF inside reactors cores - from 25 to 40 thousand dollars per
year;

• assembly-by-assembly removing SNF from reactors' core of decommissioned NPS - up to 1.5 million
dollars for undamaged reactor per the discharging period;

• SNF removing within reactor using the filled in-space reactor's core by liquid-phased hardened or
dispersed solid-phase materials from decommissioned NPS - from 30 to 50 thousand dollars for
undamaged reactor per the discharging period.

Both rates and sums for NPS with damaged reactors are to be estimated for the each damaged reactor
and NPS at all.

It is necessary to perform the measures reducing the risk of nuclear accidents of NPS with undamaged
SNF and NPS with damaged reactors in possibly short time. It will allow not only to cut risks by ten times
and more, but also to accumulate necessary insurance reserves faster.

These measures can be partially or completely executed using the preventing measures reserves
assigned to all decommissioned Russian NPS and separate groups of NPS and reactor compartments
afloat.

Third party and environment civil liability and damage from decommissioned military nuclear installations,
including nuclear submarines, accidents, will allow essential expanding of nuclear insurance field and re-
consider the problems of safety ensuring for nuclear installations, both being in operation and
decommissioned, in a new way.
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